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PROSPECTS ARE GOOD FOR WINNING
GOVERNOR MGLEO
CLEMSON SETS NEW FRESHMAN FOOTRALL
FOOTBALL TEAM FOR THIS SEASON
VISJJSJLEMSON ENROLLMENT RECORD CANDIDATES SHOW
The corps of cadets were honored
With a record enrollment of 1,016
on last Tuesday by an address given students Clemson began her thirtyMUCH PROMISE
Bud Saunders, Captain May, and Dopie Major
by the Chief Executive of South
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first session on September 6. This
number of cadets sets a new mark
for Clemson. Additional new' students coming in during the year will
probably swell this total to 1050 or
good formation.
The enemy has
more. The -college authorities reabsolutely no indication of the vagret that they were forced to turn
riety or direction of the play until
down about a hundred applicants
the shift is made, and then scarcely
for entrance to the freshman class
any pause intervenes before the
on account of limited room in the
snapping of the ball. Consequently
barracks.
if things run smoothly the opponents
The faculty has been strengthenshould be somewhat bewildered as
ed by a number of additional memto what is coming next.
bers and Clemson now boasts one
Naturally time is required for the
of the strongest teaching forces in
candidates to master an absolutely
the country.
new shift, so that the formation
The opening exercises were held
tends to look a little ragged. But
in the college
chapel
Thursday
when the Tigers have learned to go
morning, Sept. 6. Dr. Riggs, presithrough it with speed and precision
dent of the institution, made an adit should be successful. Scrimmages
dress of welcome to the old students
last week have furnished the test
and the new men. In his speech
of fire, and everything is going well.
he spoke very highly of the good
Of the twenty men who received
work done last year both in classes
the "C" for their work on the 1922
and along disciplinary lines. The
team, exactly half are now cavortdiscipline last year, he said, was
ing on Riggs' Field, while the other
better than it had been in a numten are on the missing list. Capber of years, and he hoped that
tain "Butch" Holahan, Charlie Robthere would be a still greater iminson, Pat Harmon, Gilly Dotterer,
provement, both in behavior and in
Bratton' Williams, Charlie Burton,
academic work.
He urged that
"Stonewall" Jackson, "Red" Wilson,
there be greater co-operation be"Dutch" Tennant, and Tom Bailes,
tween students and faculty then
I
these are the letter men who are
ever before.
here. Rhett Turnipseed, the blondeA number of changes and imhaired all-State quarter,
"Bull"
provements are to be seen on the
Leightsey, all-Southern tackle, EmTO LEAD TIGER
campus. A new wing has been built
met Emanuel, captain of last year's
FOOTBALL TEAM
on to barracks No. 1, which accoteam, "Bull" Wray and "Brutus"
modates about 100 men. The exWebb, star ends, "Specks" Harvey,
tension on the ground floor of this
indomitable center, Francis Zeigler,
I wing makes an enlargement of the
all-round athlete and leader, Jack
I mess hall, which has been needed
Reames of baseball
fame,
Josh
for quite a while.
Shockley, giant lineman, and Red
Williams, all will be sorely missed
Among the cadets themselves the
from the 1923 roster.
same old "Tiger" spirit, invincible
in times past, is to be seen. There
Three positions are left without a
seems to be a strengthening of that
letter man available, namely centtr
spirit
if anything, and all the cadets
and the two ends. J. B. Wertz who
are waiting with keen anticipation
was on the 'varsity squad last year
for the first football game of the
but was not a regular and Fred
season which is now a little less
Leitzsey of Columbia High
and
than two weeks away.
Clemson Freshmen fame are fightSome changes have been made in
ing it out for the pivot position with
the curricula of the college for the
"Frog" Palmer also of the 1922
present session and the authorities
"Rat" team also being trained for
feel assured that these changes will
this berth. Numerous candidates
improve the quality of the classfor the wing positions are available.
work
done.
At the present time it looks as
H.
though Finklea and Garrison will
get the call for the flanks. Finklea
C.A.C.
is big and rangy, an ideal physique
for an end, and works and fights
with a zip and determination that
make him almost certain to fill one
Sept. 29—Auburn at Clemson.
of the ends. Charlie Garrison, as
(HOME COMING)
all Clemson men know, is a basketOct. 6—Newberry at Clemson.
ball man and will be captain of the
Oct. 13—Centre at Danville, Ky.
quintet this season. His training in
R. F. (Butch) Holohan stalwart
Oct. 25—IT. of S. C. at Columbia
the cage game stands him in good tackle and dangerous offensive man
Nov. 3—V. P. I. at Blacksburg,
stead for the gridiron game. Other who will pilot the Tiger grid men
S. C.
this year.
ends who were Freshmen last year
Nov. 9—Davidson at Clemson.
C.A.C.
are showing up well now are Bowles
Nov. 17—P. C. at Clemson.
Fewell, Wray, and Verdery.
Nov. 29—Furman at Greenville
She: Hast thou heard that ShyC.A.C.
The best bets for tackles seem to
"Do you use
Colgates
tooth
be "Stonewall" Jackson,
all-State lock is once more wealthy?
He: Yes, he has beefi selling a paste?"
man, who is counted on to be the
"No, I don't room with him this
strongest man in the line,
and correspondence course q . "How to
lose Flesh—Pelican.
quarter ? "—Phoenix.
(Continued on Page Five.)

Have a Large Squad of Men Out for Afternoon Workouts—Auburn Game Looms Up Near^
. With a new coach at the helm
and a large bunch of candidates
working liking Trojans for the team,
Clemson's prospects point to a successful year on the gridiron. A stiff
schedule has been arranged including games with Centre, Auburn, V.
P. I., and Davidson, as well as the
state games with Carolina, Furman,
P. C, and Newberry. Ten wearers
of the Block "C" have returned to
try for the team, and a large number of men who were Varsity substitues, scrubs, or Freshmen last
season are available for the vacant
positions. Not only will some of
these men fill positions for which
no letter man is available, but they
are also giving fight for places to
some of the men who were regulars
last year.

I
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Coach "Bud" Saunders, the new
Tiger mentor, has been on the
ground since the last of August. He
made a hit with everyone at
Tii$ertown and accumulated friends
with amazing rapidity. The football boys all swear by him, while all
who have watched "him handle the
team at practice are pleased with
his methods, his vim and pepper,
and above all his ability to make
men get in and fight to the last
ditch. Though Coach "Bud" has
been here only three weeks, he
seems a part of Clemson already.
Captain May expressed the sentiments of all when he introduced
Saunders for a short talk to the
Athletic Association with the words,
"Coach 'Bud' Saunders, we all know
him, we all love him."
Practice began on September 1
and has been in progress now for
over two weeks. During this \ sue
much careful drill has beeu devoted
to the rudiments of the game, signal
drills have taught the men the plays
and formations they will use, and
genuine scrimmage has f urn is1-id a
baptism of fire for the new season.
Much time and careful attention has
been given to those things which
form the ground-work of football- passing, kicking, falling on the ball,
tackling, blocking, charging, etc.
The coaches realize that no tean.
can be successful until it is masle.
of the fundamentals of the game
and they are sparing no efforts to
have their charges well-grounded in
these basic elements of the game.
Signal drill has brought to light
the formation which Clemson will
use—a novel shift play based on
Notre Dame's "Tent Shift."
The
men—all except the ends—gather
in a circle behind the center as if
for a conference. Signals are called
and the men jump to the positions
called for by the play to be run.
whereupon the ball is snapped and
play goes through. It' looks like a

i

Carolina, the Hon. Thomas G. McLeod.
Classes for the first hour
were suspended in order that the
Governor might be given ample time
to deliver his message.
In a speech characterized by its
forcefulness and briefness, Gov. MeLeod made it clear to all that one
of our most important life tasks is
in helping and aiding our State.
This thought was expanded and developed in such a way that the boys
were easily shown that their duty
is to their State, and that the State
is as much a responsibility on their
shoulders as on the shoulders of the
ones who are actually in charge of
its many operations and functions.
He further said that we should advertise our State, that we should be
proud that we are South Carolinians,
and that we should not let outsider?
make statements degrading our public welfare and civic pride.
Finally, he concluded his splendid
speech by asking that we all leave
college determinded to do our best
to repay our debt to our State by
living and acting as befitted true
South Carolinians.
E. L. S.
C.A.C.,
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FOOTBALL MENU

Prospects For Great Improvement
Over Previous Year

Since coming to Clemson, have
any of you fellows ever heard the
ghastly yell for a "New Boy?" I
have heard it said that such a yell
always brings forth results in the
form of state famous new boys
themselves.
The writer has been all around,
and Anderson, up thru Greenville,
Spartanburg and the wilds of River
Falls, but he is forced to give Prof.
Ben Goodale the glass coated bath
tub when it comes to getting a
whole-hearted response to a call of
"New Boy." In fact he is entitled
to the cats' piston rings for his success.
When a notice was read calling
all Rat football men out for practice
you would have thought that the
regiment was out for the Freshman team.
Big rats, little rats, white rats,
and even a few bald-headed rats
were in the merry scrap to get uniforms.
Now that the squad has been
clad in mole skins they are down
to the grind of rounding into shape.
Having been put thru the usual preliminary period of loosening up, the
rats are now doing signal work and
learning plays.
There are no Flemings on the
present Freshman squad but the
men who are out there are showing good form on taking an opposing line man out of a play.
The squad as a whole seems to
average about 150 or 160 pounds
in weight. The whole gang seems
eager to learn football and Coach
Goodale is giving it to them in rare
stlye.
About seventy men have reported
for practice and at present there
are several promising teams among
that bunch.
Judging from
the number of
teams in motion each afternoon, a
casual observer might mistake the
whole works for Mr. Alexander's
bunch of yellow Jackets on Grant
field.
That rat team must have a large
section of pep from the student
body. It is a Clemson team, so get
behind it men. As time moves forward we are going to see a rat team
in action that
will
eclipse the
deeds of its predecessors.
You rats are Clemson men too,
and Clemson teams are known to
fight, so give us your best, fellows
—and a little bit more.
J. M. L.
C.A.C.
Announcement
Mr. E. G. Parker '24 is now the
acting secretary of the
Clemson
Alumui
Association and can
be
found in the Alumi office at the
Y.M.C.A. building.
All correspondence to the Alumia secretary will
be sent to Mr. Parrker at this address.
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DANCING CLUBS
AREOROANiZEO
What would Clemson do without
its dances? Therefore dancing clubs
saves the lives of the St. Vitas followers.
Due to a new ruling all
cadets who attend
the
Clemson
dances must be members
of the
dancing clubs. This is a good ruling, because in the past the dancing clubs have meant little and as
a club even less. Now the boys must
be active members of the clubs if
they expect to attend the Clemson
dances this session. The first dance
of the season will be the Fall Hop,
given by the Senior dancing Club on
October 6th.
This promises to be
one of the best dances of the season, a large number have already
signed up to attend and a crowd of
the fair sex are expected.
The officers of the Senior Dancing
Club are: Fayssoux F. S., President;
Dotterer, E. G., V. President; and
Leach, M. R., Secretary and Treaurer.
Of the Junior Dancing Club: Watkins, B. F., President; Smith, F. V.,
V. President; and Talbert, E., Sec.
and Treas.
Of the Sophomore Dancing Club:
Verdery, C. B. President, de Loach,
L. D., V. President; Bryan, W. W.;
Sec. and Tres.—D. C. A.
C.A.C.
IN AND AROUND THE "Y"
The Freshman Reception Committee is to be complimented on the
way they handled the new men on
September 5. "Old boys" were sent
to Anderson, Greenville and other
points for the purpose of directing
all new comers to their destination
and to give them such information
as was necessary to go through the
process of matriculation. It was no
easy task to handle such large numbers of new students that were totally unacquainted with the campus,
but with very little friction the men
were placed in( their proper rooms
shortly after they arrived.

TIGER

desire to attend and wish to make
their time count for the good things
of life.
The association is doing
many things, but it hopes to do bigger and better things this year for
the good of Clemson and the men
that attend this college.
— 3. W. H.
C.A.C.
CALHOCN LITERARY SOCIETY
The Calhoun society started the
year off right by having a program
on
the night of its first meeting,
Friday Sept. 14.
The society was called to order by
Mr. Wofford, the president, and led
in prayer by Mr. Hall.
The president made a speech in
which he welcomed the old members
back and evidenced his pleasure at
seeing a number of new men and
visitors present. For the benefit of
the newcomers Mr. Wofford sketched the history of the society.
He
said that the Calhoun was the oldest literary society at Clemson, having been founded only a short while
after the opening year of the institution and named for a great South
Carolina orator, whose home
still
sits on the campus, John C. Calhoun
He also mentioned that the editors
of the college weekly and of the
college monthly publications, with
the exception of one, and most of
the speakers who have represented
Clemson at the state oratorical contest for the past four years, have ali
been members of the Calhoun iLterary Society.
At the conclusion of Mr. Wofford
address the program was taken up
as follows:
Essayest
Mr. Hall
Reader
Mr. Shannon
Oration
Mr. Moore
The declaimer was absent and the
debate was not taken up on account
of a church social affair which co Iflicted with the time of the sociaty
meeting.
An appeal for new members was
made and a number ot names presented. There being no further business the society adjourned for + ! •>
evening.
C.A.C.

At the time of this writing a can- ANNOUNCEMENTS OF
CADET OFFICERS
vass is being made for members of
the Bible classes. The greater half
(Continued from Page Six)
of the corps has enrolled . Many
Hunt, F. M.
membership cards continue to come
Paulling, J. R.
in.
The classes will probably beBryan, E. C.
gin their course of study next week
Darby, C. P.
on Sunday night.
Certain rooms
Alexander, E. R.
will be designated as the class rooms
Hines, E. A.
and there the class will get together
Bailey, T. L. W.
every Sunday night from eight to
Boseman, T. R.
nine o'clock. The interest is greatBurgess, J. A.
er than any previous year, which
Stevenson, N. W.
seems to indicate that men are beByrd, H. L.
coming more and more interested in
Failes, N. F.
those about them.
Roche, A. O.
Leitzfy, F. B.
The membership cards to the Y.
Phifer. M. A.
M. C. A., that are being printed now
Dulin, P. N.
can be obtained at the desk next
Stringfellow, W. K.
week.
This card will be valuable,
Brunson, F. A.
not only here, but at any branch
Albright, W. B.
of the "Y" in the United
States.
Jones, P. C.
The fee has been paid, so
don't
Pepper, W. C.
worry about having to pay for this
Smyth, J. A.
card that will admit you to many
Howell, F. E.
branches of this organization.
Day, C. B.
Bowles, H. J.
Plans for morning watch
have
Shands, W. A.
been completed, and it is predicted
Kirkland, R. R.
that these plans will be in operation
Causley, J. E.
in several days.
A group is going
Gignilliat, G. W.
to be on each hall so that no partiCurdts, E. C.
cular room will be
overcrowded.
By Order of Madison Pearson,
These groups will meet for a short
Commandant
time after breakfast everyday except
C.A.C.
Saturday.
Warner drew his No. 12 double
E's shoes from the quartermaster's
Vesper services are unusually well desk and moved along the ling drawattended and no wonder; because ing the rest of his wearing apparel.
the singing and the talks are above Lieut Durfee seeing the mammoth
the average. The services are above footgear, bawled out. "Warner put
the average. The services are held those suitcases down!
Don't you
every Sunday evening at 6:45 in the know you are supposed to have your
clothes in your laundry bag?
"Y" auditorium for all those who

What a difference
just a few cents make T

FATIMA

■:

COUNT KUMFORU
1753-H: )

Born Benjamin Thompson in
Massachusetts. Charged with
being a Tory, went to England, and became Under-3ecxetaryof the Colonies. Later, in
Bavaria reorganized the
military department and was
made CountRumford. Returned to England and engaged in
scientific research. Founded
the Rumfor.l professorship at
Harvard,

He watched the
pot as it boiled
Thousands of people had watched the
boiling pot, but Count Rumford wondered why it boiled. He did more than
wonder; by scientific research he
found out for himself,
And Rumford laid the foundation of
the greatest generalization the human
mind has yet conceived—the law of
the conservation of energy.

The General Electric Company, by continuous scientific research, has developed new and better ways
of making electricity of use
to mankind.

Scientists in the Research Laboratories
of the General Electric Company are
devoting their lives to pure research,
carrying on the work of Rumford and
other pioneers of modern science. By
methodical investigation, the frontier
of scientific knowledge is being pushed
steadily forward.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
s
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Headquarters Corps of Cadets.
Clemson College, S. C,
August 21, 1923.
General Order No. 1:
The following appointments of
officers and non-commissioned officers in the Corps of Cadets are
announced.
To be Colonel:
Hamilton, S. S.
To be Lieutenant Colonel:
McCrary, A. L.
To be Majors:
Vaughan, T. L.
Warner, M. R.
Garrison, C. C.
To be Captain:
Speer, G. M.
Dominick, H B.
Hall, E. H.
Fitzgerald, A B.
Wade, W. M.
Wofford, G. C.
Walker, H. P.
Rodgers, S. A.
Griffin, R. L.
Wood, T. C,
Spearman, W. W.
Oliver, M. B.
Alexander, J. H.
Ray, W. S.
Owens, J. B.
Cappleman, G. J. S.
Wright, L. C.
To be First Lieutenants:
Woodward, T. E. P.
Fortenberry, R. O.
Faris, T. M.
Dean, F. F.
Anderson.E. K.
Roberts, O. A.
Doar, L. H.
Copeland, E. W.
Stribland, R. S.
Jefferies, T. L.
Ellison, M. C.
Bee, S. S.
Dotterer, E. G.
Hendricks, L. A.
Shannon, J. R.
Lenoir, T. W.
To be Second Lieutenants:
Alford, E. R.
Anderson, W. T.
Aull, J. C,
Bass, F. J.
Boynton, C. W.
Bradley, N. M.
Brissie, M. B.
Brown, B. S.
Brown, J. J.
Burriss, W. F.
Burriss, A.
Burton, C. C.
Byrd, D. A.
Cartwright, A K.
Chambers, J. A.
Cook, J. M.
Cook, W. C.
Davenport, 0. F.
Davis, T. W.
Easterby, A. H.
Evans, M. A.
Ezell, B. D.
Fayssoux, F. S.
Ferguson, J. L.
Floyd, A. R.
Fuller, R. C.
Gaston, G. P.
Glenn, H. Y.
Goff, W. E.
Griffin, J. K.
Griffin, W. F.
Hagen, C. M.
Hair, D. H.
Harvey, 0. J.
Haynesworth, J. R.
Hiller, R. E.
Hollingsworth, P. H.
Howard, H. H.
Jones, B. K.
Jones, J. F.
Kirkley, C. L.
Knight, H. D.
Lang, G. B.
Lewis, J. G.
Livingston, D. F.
McClimon, M. L.
McGrew, C. J.
Martin, L. I.
Mason, W. A.
Mathews, S. C.
Moore, W. H.
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Murphy, T. J.
Sease. R. E.
Pearman, S. N.
Outen, D. L.
Plowden, E. D.
Talbert, H. H.
Pruitt, B. A.
Stello, R. T.
Pugh, R. W
Bunch, R. L.
Reid, J. R.
Patterson, S. M.
Aldrey, J. L.
Tibbs, R. H.
Garrett, C. C.
Lee, R. L.
Lewis, J. G.
Seago, G. A.
Rittenberg, M. B.
Bonner, T. A.
Strother, F. V.
Morgan, B. A.
White, J. A.
Coleman, H. V.
be Second Lieutenants:
Covin, W. F.
Reid, W. J.
Stewart, E. C.
Rhem, C. F.
Calvert, J. P.
Ross, J. E.
Stoney, P. D.
Sams, J. H.
Evans, F. A.
Sartor, C. C.
To be Corporals:
Sawyer, G. W.
Cureton, R. H.
Shands, R. G.
King, J. E.
Sheppard, J. L.
DuA^ernet, W. R.
Schoolbred, A.
Shirley, L. R.
Sligh, AV. D.
Smith, A. L.
Smith, T. W.
Smith, W. B.
Smith, W R..
Sojourner, J. H.
Stevenson, T. C.
Stuckey, C. C.
Talbert, J. B.
Thorne, T. F.
Tolleson, L. C.
Verner, J. V.
Wiggins, J. E.
Wilson, H. F.
Wilson, J. W.
Young, L. R.
be Regimental Sergeant Major:
Kehew, C. L.
be Regimental Supply Sergeant:
Chandler, J. W.
be Battalion Sergean Majors:
Woodside, H. R.
Cox, G. W.
Jordan, W. E.
be Color Sergeants:
Williams, AV. B. \
Rocho, T. G.
be Drum Major:
Coleman, P. W.
be First Sergeants:
aAvondale Ulster
Cobb, C. N.
Smith, E. L.
Bailes, W. B.
Welling, C. E.
Mullins, H. D.
Faires, C. D.
Keller, W. A.
Buck, F. E.
King, C. B.
Zeigler, R. L.
Pope, T. H.
Hodges, B. H.
iMurraytoim Ulsteretle
Blount, T. C.
be Sergeants:
Haynesworth, C. R.
Smith, C. R.
Craven, W. H.
Kibler, J. W.
Clark, T. H.
Colbert, F. H.
Johnson, C. S.
Herbert, D. O.
Santleben, D. A.
Derbyhill Model
Henry, S. W.
Cobb, W. H.
Avers, D. C.
Harmon, S. C.
Smith, R. H.
Bauer, J. W.
Moore, P. W.
Cannon, F. A.
Henderson, H. J.
A broad variety of pockets, plaits, belts,
etc., is to be found under these difShealy, N. P.
ferent types of models illustrated.
Keel, J. H.
Preference for the more subdued tones
Darby, J. E.
in woolens prevails this Fall.
Hoffman, W. C.
Roark, D.
Holmes, J. S.
Price, G. E.
Traxler, H. C.
Sanders, E.
Friar, E. M.
Lewis, J. M.
Wright, J. D.
Blair, J. W.
Feature Fall
Lewis, W. M.
Suitings
Blair, J. W.
Edgefield Stripes
Regatta Stripes
Blakeney, L. R.
Bengal Coras
Kenrock Serges
McLeod, T. E.
Mountain Rock
Worsted
Murr, B. L.
Hutto, D. F.
Croskeys, H. C.

*40
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Burton, R. H.
Verdery, C. B.
Hawkins. C. E.
Jackson, T. G.
Carithers, A. G.
Hendricks, S. H.
Lemmon, J. M.
McKeown, S. M.
Reid, T. B.
Dillard, W. P.
James, S. H.
McCormac, E. L.
Wells, S. F.
Brown, H. A.
Felder, J. C.
Salley, E. M.
Hagood, J. F.
McCarley, C. R.
Bryan, W. AV.
Roy, W. R.
Hoyle, C.

Thomas, D. L.
AVhite. W. A.
Jones. W. L.
Huffstettler, A. D.
Green, G. H.
Tison, P, H.
Elliot, AV. R.
Thackston, A. J.
AVilliamson, J. AV.
Bradley, W. W.
Townsend, B. D.
AVilson, C. J.
Quinn, J. P.
Wray, J. Q.
Hawkins, L. B.
Dorsett, R. R.
Howie, J. P.
Westbury, J. E.
Lawton, D. M.
Heller, W. F.
(Continued on Page Seven)

tor yowuj men
When you buy your fall clothes you will want the
smartest and latest style in model and fabric, but
bear in mind the economy and satisfaction of better
tailoring—that under-the-surface construction
which adds so much to the appearance and lasting
quality of good style.
In Campus Togs youthful lines are emphasized
whether it be in size 32 or 42, and the smart
appearance of the wide variety of models is a designing achievement developed by an experience
stretching over thirty-five long years of successful
service.

We guarantee our clothes
CHICAGO

NEW YORK

BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCO

Clcnlies/fr'lbungMe
'Distributed by retail merchants nationally
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PRAISE FOR CLEMSON
The following extract from a letter to The Augusta Chronicle, which
was the subject of an editorial ic
one of our state papers, is written
by Mr. N. L. Willet, a Georgia citizen. The gentleman bemoans the
fact that in Georgia there are a
number of state agricultural stations
and units, all of which do not agree
on some vital agricultural questions
raised by farmers of Georgia. Some
of these agricultural stations are
jealous of each other, Mr. Willet
says, and are often prone to encroach upon each other's territory.
He says some things about our own
state and Clemson College which
make Carolinians feel good:
"On the contrary, over in South
Carolina the farmer who has an
agricultural problem on his hands,
no matter what may be its import,
simply addresses his questionnarie to
Clemson College and it goes at ones
to presumably the highest authority
in the state on that subject. In return he gets an answer and perhaps
a bulletin. This is all true because
over in South Carolina all of the
official factors or units of agriculture are correlated with and under
the guidance and direction of Clemson College. To the South Carolina
farmer Clemson, therefore, means
authority and to him it is concentration. If you were to ask me why
it is that South Carolina has had no
lynching in two years and why it is
in that state that dynamiting is
practically unknown, why it is that
she has so many fine demonstration
agents and extension agents, both
men and women, my reply would be
that the cause of it all is Clemson
College and its system."
Both Clemson College and the
state of South Carolina appreciate
favorable publicity like Mr. Willet
gives in his letter; and if we had
more boosters within our own state,
then South Carolina's publicity campaign would be an assured success.
Gov. McLeod is also an ardent
booster for Clemson College and for
Winthrop, our state normal school
for women. We must all get behind
Governor McLeod and the state
press association and make South
Carolina the "Mecca" of enterprising business firms and up-to-date
agriculturists.—E. H. H.

AN EIGHT-PAGE TIGER
M. B. O'Brien. '23 is teaching
It has always been the policy at
agriculture in the high school at
Clemson, both of the
authorities
St. George, S. C.
and of the cadets, to try to make
C. E. Vincent, '23 has a position all of the departments of the instiIn other
in the cotton mill at Ware Shoals, tution grow together.
words, what we seek in the making
S. C.
of "a greater Clemson" is an allJ. L. Byers of the class of '15 round development. And in accorwas recently married to Miss Callie dance with this policy, we are, for
McGaugh of Denver, Colo., the wed- the first time, publishing a larger
ding taking place in Arkansas. Mr. weekly. This step comes as a reByers is a superintendent in a cot- sult of talks with the alumni and
of greater efforts on the part of the
ton mill at Birmingham, Ala.
students themselves.
J. L. Weeks, '23 is with the
We have felt the need of a larGeneral Electric Company of New ger weekly for several years, and
York City.
now we have made the plunge.
Whether we can continue to carry
W. R. Wells of the class of '22 eight pages for the entire session
lecently married Miss Jessie Copes depends on the amount of co-operaof Orangeburg. The couple left for tion given the staff by alumni, the
a honeymoon to various points in students, and the officers of the colthe northern section of the state. lege. We would like to hear from
They will make their home near the alumni and get their opinions
Sumter where the groom is teaching on this subject. Our printer is givschool.
ing his cooperation and we appre
ciate his college spirit.
To ProT. W. Morgan, '22 is head of the fessor Henry, Director of Studeni
agricultural division at the Orange- Affairs, goes much of the credit for
burg City Schools.
a larger paper.
Professor Henry
has helped the staff in every way in
C.A.C.
DR. RIGGS ADVISES GREENVILLE his power.
Advertisements will be an iin<
COUNTY PLANTERS
portant consideration because we
At the September meeting of will need about twice as much ad
Agricultural Bureau of the Green- vertising matter as we had for the
ville Chamber of Commerce, which four-page paper.
It is our desire to organize a re
assembled at the schoolhouse of the
Oak Grove community, Dr. Riggs porters club this year. There are a
spoke to a large gathering of far- great many boys among the cadet
mers and men interested in agricul- corps who have talent along literary
ture generally. Addresses were made lines and that is one of the aims
by Rev. W. J. Bolt, pastor of the of the college publications—to deSimpsonville Baptist church, and Dr. velop that talent.
We invite helpful criticism from
W. M. Riggs, president of Clemson.
Dr. Riggs spoke about Clemson our alumni, because we are always
and its important relation to the interested in them and from the letfarmer, advising that book-farming ters we receive we know they are
is.the only successful farming of to- always interested in the college paday. Mr. Bolt spoke of the rela- per.
—H
tionship existing between the city of
C.A.C.
Greenville and
the
surrounding
rural communities.—D. C. A.
C.A.C.
ARE WE GOING TO THE FAIR?
There have been many rumors and
speculations going the round in barracks as to the entire corp going to
Columbia for the Carolina game and
Fair Week.
These rumors have
even been substantiated by a newspaper report. At the time this paper goes to press, there is no official information on the matter available. However, a little bit of past
records are.
The policy of the college is to
carry the Corps to Columbia once
every four years. This gives every
man a chance to go at least once.
The last trip of the entire bunch
was made when the present Seniors
were "Rats." According to this, the
next "Tegira" will be made next
year. Here's hoping.
Last year all Juniors and Seniors
were allowed the privilege of leaving the campus for a sufficient amount of time to enable them to
see the Annual Classic. Whether
or not this privilege will be extended again is unknown, but it is a
sure fact that most all wish it.
Just what will turn up is yet to
be seen, but if the impossible happens, and the entire corps is allowed to go, there will sure be a happy
bunch of "Tigers" backing the team
on the Twenty-Fifth in Columbia.
—E. L. S.
CAC ■
ANNOUNCEMENT
Mr. E. G. Parker, '24 is now the
acting secretary of the
Clemson
Alumni Association and
can
be
found in the Alumni office at the
Y. M. C. A. building. All correspondence to the Alumni secretary
will be sent to Mr. Parker at this
address.
CAC ■
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CROSS COUNTRY MEN
EGIN PRACTICE

Tigers Begin Road Work.
Many
Men Are Out. Jack Killlan Is
Captain of Jungaleer Squad This
Year.
While football holds sway in Tigertown and followers of the game
count the days until the opening
battle with Auburn comes off, the
Tiger road men are preparing for
one of the hardest seasons in Clemson's cross country history. Coach
W. D. Reed sounded the call for the
Jungaleers to appear in uniform
last Monday afternoon. About sixty
men turned out for the first practice of the season.
Numbered among these men were an unusually
large number of freshmen which
goes to prove that Clemson will have
some strong teams before the present "rats" become alumni.
Coach Reed will have a strong
nucleus about which to build his
team this season. The Tiger hopes
rest upon such runners as: Captain
Jack Killian, Ellison, E. C. Sease,
Buck, Bauer, R. E. Sease, Hart,
Stuckey, Johnson, Steer and others.
Many other men will probably come
in for a share of the honors at "the
end of the long run." The Tigers
will open their season with the University of Georgia at Athens. The
Southeastern meet in Atlanta will
probably be next on the schedule
and then the Jungaleers will go to
Birmingham for the Birmingham
road races. Thanksgiving day will
find the Tigers in the Palmetto
State meet for a victory there. This
is a tough schedule but we are confident that the old Purple and Gold
will be waving on top when the
shouting dies—E. D. P.

AN OPEN LETTER TO
EVERY FORME
CLEMSON
Clemson College has just opened
for its 1923-24 session.
The enrollment is the largest in the history
of the institution. The college has
broadened in scope and work within the past few years. This year the
graduate school begins its first year,
and while there are not a great
many students in the
graduate
courses this session, a beginning has
been made which is destined to
play an important part in Clemson's
future development.
In athletics, the Tigers are plainly on the upward road .
The
athletics standard of Clemson, so
far as games won and lost may be
considered, has fallen very low some
few years ago. But now the prospects are brigher.
We have a
coach in whom we have every confidence. A coach whom we feel sure
is able to put us back at the top if
it is possible for a coach to do that.
The college spirit among the students
was never more desirable.
The Clemson College Corps of Cadet
bows to no student body in the matter of supporting thier
athletic
teams.
Regardless of the
high
grade of school spirit which was at
Clemson when you were here, it
could not excel that which exists today.
But in order for Clemson to hold
that place which she should hold in
scholarship and in athletics, she
must have the whole-hearted support of the alumni and former students. We believe that any former
Clemson man will do everything in
his power for the advancement of
his Alma Mater. Can we count on
you?
The acting secretary, while he
cannot devote his entire time to
the work of the Association, will
be on the campus throughout the
entire year. If you wish to obtain
any information in regard to the
college, the alumni, or athletics, the
secretary will be more than glad to
furnish you with such information,
or he will secure it from those who
are in positions to give it.
We have a small percentage of
the former students on the roll of
active members. A very small percent have paid their dues. No organization can exist without funds,
and while the Association is not
bankrupt by any means, its work is
more or less hampered by the lack
of funds. If you have not paid your
dues for the year 1923 mail a check
for five dollars to the Clemson
Alumni Association, Clemson College, S. C. •
Yours for a GREATER CLEMSON
E. G. Parker, Acting Secretary
THE CLEMSON ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
CAC ■
WHEN THE SONS OF CLEMSON
FALL IN LINE
(Tune—Washington and Lee
Swing.)
When the sons of Clemson fall in,
line,
We're going to win this game another time,
For the C. A. C. I yell, I yell!
For the C-L-E-M-S-O-N I yell! I yell!
So fight! fight! fight for
every
yard.
Circle the ends and hit the line hard
We'll rub old Auburn's head right
in the sod,
Oh! So hard, C. A. C.
C.A.C.
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
I,
do hereby agree to pay on or before
November 1, 1923, to THE TIGER
$1.50 for one year's subscription.
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WE HAVE

A Complete Line
of
Loose Leaf Note Books
Lefax Note Books
Note Book Fillers
Clemson Jewelry
Pennants
Pillow Covers
Stationery
Fountain Pens
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Norris Candies

^

Eversharp Pencils
h

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES
L Cleveland Martin
The Rexall L.„ftftlDl

T CAFETERIA
We Serve Regular Meals,
Pies, Cakes, Sandwiches,
Ice Cream,
Ice Cold Milks,
Soft Drinks,
Fruits and Candies,
Hot Dogs a Speciality.
Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT

Shoes
SOAP,
TOILETS,
AND ALL OTHER
ARTICLES FOR
CLEMSON CADETS
AT REASONABLE
PRICES.

I,L,KELLER
Clemson College, S. C.
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TIGERS ARE TO BE WELL
COACHED THIS SEASON
That the Tiger football team will
be well-coached is a settled fact.
Bud Saunders, the newly-elected Director of Athletics, is showing daily
that he knows his stuff. His line
play, and his plays that he has been
putting on stamp him as a competent
student of the game. Saunders, in
his attitude towards the players and
cadets, has gained much popularity.
They all like him. He comes to
Clemson, fresh from the Missouri
Valley Conference, with all the upto-date ideas on every phase of football. He spent some time during
the summer at Knute
Rockne's
coaching school at Notre Dame.
Quite a number of distinguished
coaches were present at this school
to learn from Rockne and to swap
advice. "Bo" McMillian, Ail-American quarterback of Centre College,
who is now coaching at Centenary
College, was one of these.
As for the assistant coaches, they
are too well known to the cadets
and supporters of Clemson to need
any introduction. Captain May has
come to be a regular fixture to need
any introduction. His reputation
and ability as a coach are known to
be on a par with his unexcelled personality which has endeared him to
the hearts of all who know him.
Under Doc. Stewart last year, Capt.
May played a very important part in
the shaping of a successful team.
Dopie Major, the other assistant
varsity coach, who reported to Clemson last week, is a Clemson graduate, having played football and base
ball here. Dopie was a stellar dropkicker, winning more than one game
for Clemson by reason of his rure toe
He is fitting into the condition of
things with remarkable alacrity.
Ben Goodale, who is running the
freshman team, is a competent football mentor who can be depended
).on to develop the new boys. He
amber of men of average freshmen size who will make
great varsity material in the future.
The coaching staff is thoroughly
sound. We have every confidence
in their sincerity and ability. They
are all working together harmoniously with the same final purpose in
view; that of putting Clemson athletics back at the top where they
belong.—E. G. P.
C.A.C.
KOMIKAL KORRESPONDENCE
Klum-Sun (Jail)
date, after sun down
Deer bil,
An i hope u iz feelin find, coz i
aint. An i take mi pensil in han
two let u no it. An i hope u aint
lone-sum nun. Coz i iz ime az lonesum az the
!?! o well i dont use
sich land-gwige wich aint bee-kuming to a jentil-man an thee kondduck of a kay-dett.
boys klim-sun iz sum place, wish
u had kum with me. if u wer ter
chainge yer mine an de-side ter
starve two death y just jump rite in
yer ear-o-plain an kum up on thee
nex train, korn-bred an more-lasses
ain't nuthin side o' wat we git ter
smak hour lips onto, alsore spechil
privaliges aint nuthin. they let me
go too rev-i-lee eviry mornin.
"Mac" iz stil alive, the ol boys
gave a pep meatin on mi hall this
mornin for the benjit of the newboys, which "mac" per-tis-i-pated
into wich wuz indeed sur-prizein to
me. an u shud sea "mac's" new bal
ko-ko-nut.
he aint even got one
strandt of hiz pertie hare left—wich
iz indeed p-kulio. he looks like a
swinged ratt wich he iz bea-yon all
shador off doubt. I feel sore sorrie
like for hiz sweet-hart.
An kollige shore learns u a lot.

THE
u kin tell buy mi improv-mint that
they lerns u to spel. an if i stay
hair long enuff they give u a sheap's
hide wich iz verrie val-u-bull a-kordin to athorties. I hope u iz feelin
find (az i toll u abuve) an don't
forgit too rite me sune koz lettir
ritein iz a edurcation into itself—
thats wat noted a-thor-i-ties say. An
thats y ime doin it now. an bil if
u kin fine out wat a-tho-i-ties means
i wish u wood let me no. I axed a
old boy an he sed" go to thee dicshun-airy." I axed him wher that
buildin wuz an i aint set down fer
a weak.
i guess u herd wee wuz gona
chainge hour uniforms.
if they
chainge much we will sune be wairin black an wite stripes with a iron
ball an chain fer amuz-mint.
i got to stop az i must go to bed
an i kant go unles i stop wich iz
quite nat-u-ral undir thee circumstand-ces. rite sune.
Yours,
Zeke

C.A.C.
CHEMISTRY
Why It Concerns You
To the Average Man Chemistry
appears to be of little concern. He
has the idea that chemistry is for
the chemist alone, or probably that
it may become a side line in the
study of certain phases of agriculture and of engineering. Such an
idea is entirely errorneous. No subject, perhaps, touches more everyday things than does
chemistry.
Chemistry is involved in our eating,
our breathing, our growth, and our
development. A better understanding of what chemistry is will certainly result in more interests being manifested in the subject itself,
and in many other things which are
influenced by it. Although chemistry is, like the other sciences, a
highly specialized subject, its application is so general that it is a necessary adjunct to a general education.
Deming, in his "General Chemistry," makes the following statments
concerning chemistry as a part of a
general education:
"Modern chemistry, with its far
reaching generalizations and hypotheses, is a fine example of how far
the human mind can go in exploring
the unknown beyond the limits of
human senses. Many who are first
attracted to the study of chemistry
by its reputation for practical utili
ty, in the end have come to prize.it
most for its intellectual beauty.
"For one who seeks recreation in
travel, a little knowledge of chemistry will do much to beguile the way.
Enameled beads in the museum at
Alexandria, trays of black tea on a
hill side in Japan, salt basins along
the coast of China—these all speak
of chemical processes and have a
heightened interest for one who has
studied chemistry.
"It is no less true that a little
scientific knowledge may influence
ones opinions on subjects quite remote from scientific things.
The
student of chemistry comes to know
something about the geographical
distribution of the resources of the
globe, and finds it easier to understand the economic motives behind
the great wars of history, and to
perceive what influences have been
at work in the making of treaties.
"Thus, for those of us who make
only a brief study of chemistry, the
benefits to be expected are of an
indirect nature. Increased capacity
for enjoyment, a livelier interest in
the world in which we live, a more
intelligent attitude toward the great
questions of the day—these are the
by-products of a well balanced edu
cation, including chemistry in its
proper relation to other things.

FIVE
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amusement that we can observe and I Freshman—going up to Colonel
PROSPECTS ARE GOOD FOR
WINNING FOOTBALL' TEAM
make comparisons in that which is Hamilton—"say, can you tell me
FOR THIS SEASON most dear to us all, character.
where to find the colonel?"
(Continued from Page One.)
"Butch" Holahan, the powerful captain of the Jungaleers. Tom Bailes
is another veteran tackle who will
in all probability see yeoman service
for the Tiger eleven. Frank Strother, formerly of Georgia Tech, and
Quinn, a husky Irishman, are also
tackles of no mean ability.
"Dutch" Tennant and "Red" Wilson, both Block "C" men with two
years college experience, are likely
to start off as the Clemson guards.
"Horse" Mullirrs, Bob Fortenberry,
and "Mammoth" Fleming are rapidly developing candidates for the
guard positions.
"Gilly" Dotterer and Bob Griffin
are running a heated race for the
quarterback place vacated by Rhett
Turnipseed. Both have the making
of stars. "Gilly" is well known, and
Bob. is a former substitute who has
developed rapidly.
Either
would
make an excellent field general, although Dotterer has the advantage
in the matter of 'Varsity experience.
Bratton Williams with his irresistable line bucking is the logical candidate for full back. Pat Harmon,
with all his former speed and an increased adeptness at side-stepping,
Charlie Robinson with his kicking
ability and a greater expertness at
running with the ball, and Charlie
Burton, a swift back, are the bright
lights among the embryo half-backs.
"Doc" Melton has also been transferred from end to back and is
showing up well. John Walker, the
big boy from Blackville who was
the sensation of the Freshman team
in the Davidson game last year, is
a plunging back with worlds of possibilities who may not be a regular
this year but will certainly be heard
from later.
—W. W. B.
C.A.C.
THE
AT CLEMSON
For the past several months the
"Y" has been comparatively, a quiet
place; but, with the opening of the
present session, life becomes evident
in every nook and corner. Men are
taking real interest in what is being done, whether it be for their
pleasure or for their fellow men.
They enjoy seeing the other man happy; because it puts another unit of
force into one's being to see a real
smile. As we return we seek ways
by which we may come in contact
with all types of men; because, af
ter all, we are successful only to the
extent to which we are able to live
and associate with others. Men are
great teachers, and different types
of men give us a pleasant variation.
At the "Y" we find the common
meeting place for all men, and it
is thore that we learn to know those
with whom we associate better and
better.
This organization is neither run
for financial or selfish purposes, nor
for the pleasure of a chosen few,
but it is indeed a place for those
who desire the uplift of the world.
It looks to the development of manhood through the mind, body, and
soul, and does everything within its
power to raise the standard of human lives. Lives are valuable, and
that is the reason that the "Y" does
its best to make them a source of
good to give forth light to all who
are in need of help.
Within the buildings of this organization any person may find
some form of amusement, whether
he desires that form which stimulates the mind or the body. As we
seek amusement we are sure to
come face to face with those who
know us and those who do not.
Some know every phase of our character by our looks, expressions, atid
actions; and it is at these places of

Character is not only the dearest of
our possessions, but it leads us towards success. It gives us that individuality which makes one person different from another, and
causes a man to be valued according
to his use to others.
The Y. M. C. A. makes an effort
to befriend every student of Clemson, and its only request is to be
given the chance to help those who
are in trouble. The building is in
charge of very able leaders who are
glad for any person to take advantage of any of the many pastimes,
whether it be for once or for a
multitude of times. They will welcome all those who take an interest
in the athletic, religious or social
life of the public, and they will also
be glad to discuss, with any person,
those things which will help Clemson, the greatest college in South
Carolina, to become a model institution of learning.
C.A.C.
ROAR FOR CLEMSON
oo-ooo-ooo-oo-Rah
oo-ooo-ooo-oo-Rah
oo-ooo-ooo-oo-Rah
(Whistle)
Clemson
"Zip Boom Bee"
Zip boom bee!
Zip boom bee!
C. A. C.
C. A. C.
Zip boom bee!
Zip boom bee!
C. A. C.
C. A.-C.
Zip boom bee!
Zip boom bee!
C. A. C.
C. A. C.
"Whistle)" Boom Tigers

Hamilton—"Which one?"
C.A.C.
PROMISE YOURSELF
To be so strong that nothing can
disturb your peace of mind.
To talk health, happiness and prosperity to every person you meet.
To make all your friends feel that
there is something in them.
To look on the sunny side of every,
thing and make your optimism come
true.
To be just as enthusiastic about
success of others as you are about
your own.
To forget the mistakes of the past
and press on to the greater achievements of the future.
To wear a cheerful countenance at
all times and to have a smile ready
for every living creature you meet.
To give so much time to the improvement of yourself that you have
no time to criticise others.
To be too large for worry, too no'ble for anger, too strong for fear,
and too happy to permit the presence of trouble.
To think well of yourself and to
proclaim this fact to the world—not
in loud words but in great deeds.
To live in the faith that the world
is on your side as long as you are
true to the best that is in you.—Selected.
'Ain't Tryin'
Two small boys went fishing and
while one of them was having good
luck the other didn't even get a bite.
The unlucky lad began to make
preparations for departure.
"Aw,
wait a while," urged the other. "You
might be lucky if you keep at it."
"There ain't no use," was the disgusted reply, "my darned worm ain't
tryin'."—Exchange.

"A Cranky Crank"
"RAY CLEMSON, RAH TIGERS"
Ray! Clemson
Father (From upstairs at 11:00
Rah! Tiger
P. M.) "Helen, isn't it time for the
Ray Rah! clevison Tigers.
young man to go home?"
Young man—"Oh, your father is
(HI COACH)
a crank."
Hi Coach!
Hi Coach
Father
(Overhearing)—"Well,
when you don't have a self-starter,
Hi hi hi Coach
a crank comes in mighty handy."
"LOCOMOTIVE
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Tiger!
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Tiger!
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Tiger!
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Tiger!!

TIGER
Rah!
Tiger!
Rah!
Tiger!
Rah!
Tiger!
Rah!

"SKYROCKET"
(Whistle) Boom! Tiger!
Rikcety! Rickety! Rah! Rah!
Rikcety! Rickety! Rah! Rah!
Push 'em back! Drive 'em hard.
Tigers! Tigers!
Rah! Rah! Rah!

Wants To and Can't.
"What is an orphan?" asked the
teacher.
None of the children seemed to
know.
"Well, I'm an orphan," said the
teacher, not wishing to give too plain
a hint.
A hand popped up and the pupil
exclaimed: "An orphan is a woman
that wants to get married and can't."
—Exchange.
The first half of the average person's life is spent in preparation for
the last half. To make the last half
efficient and effective, he should be
properly trained during the first half.

KEEP YOUR DOLLARS AT HOME!

Block "C" Club
WHERE YOUR DOLLAR IS WORTH 100 CENTS

THE JEW SHOP
LET US TURN OVER YOUR PROFITS
FOR CLEMSON
ALL TOGETHER MEN, LET'S PULL
TOGETHER FOR THE GOOD OF OUR
ALMA

MATER!

OPERATED BY "TIGER" LETER MEN
FOR THE BENEFIT AND PROMOTION
OF "ATHLETICS" IN "TIGERTOWN"
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LOCAUTEMS
The Presbyterian Church entertained at a party Saturday night for
boys who attend that Church.
The Winthrop Daughters met
with Mrs. Heath on Tuesday evening
Mrs.
Hoffman entertained
at
bridge for her sister Mrs. Leavall
and Mrs. Thomas on Wednesday
evening.

THE
Contracts for the work on our
book were let to the following firms
Burger Engraving Company, Lewis
Studio, and the Index Printing Company.
The staff is going to make some
changes from the set form in which
the book has been printed for the
past few years, and with the help of
these changes we hope to assemble
a book that will be a pleasant surprise to the student body and will
cause every man to prize Taps' 24
more than any other volume he
possesses.

N. C. Shiver '2 2 left Friday for
Some of the special features to
Waycross, Ga. where he is to teach
be run in this year's book are: a
in the High School.
beauty contest for the beauty section (details of which will he pubJ. C. Schilletter '22 left some
lished later), portrait cuts of the
days ago for Iowa, where he is to
teach in the Iowa State College.

TIGER

football, basketball, and
baseballb y the president Mr. J. C. Aull, afteams, a duotone view section and ter which Mr. T. J. Hart conducted
a snappy book of college satire.
the devotional exercises. The roll
The pictures of Seniors, Juniors was then called and the minutes of
and of Clubs will be taken as soon the last meeting were read.
as all of the uniforms come in.
As there was no program arrangWe, the members of '24 staff' are ed for the meeting the president, Mr
going to do all in our power to J. C. Aull made a interesting talk.
make Taps a success, but we need He asked that every one do his best
the help and backing of the entire to co-operate with the officers—for
student body. If you have any sug- without the aid of each member the
gestions to make see one of us.
society could make no progress an-1
"Fred" Dominick
only with the co-operation of each
•
CAC ■
member could the Columbian keep
THE COLUMBIAN HOLDS ITS
up its rep of being the best society
FIRST MEETING at Clemson.
At the close of his talk Mr. Aull
The Columbian Literary Society stated that one of the smaller socieopened this session with a very in- ties had disbanded ana that several
teresting meeting last Friday night. of the members of that society had
The meeting was called to order

asked that they might be taken i'.-to
the Columbian and given credit lor
for the work they had done in the
other society. A motion was carried to take these men into .he society.
At this point a canvas was made
for new members with the result
that eleven new members were added to the roll of the society.
Several short talks were made by
different members of the society.
Each stated that one of the desires
of his heart was to help make the
Columbian the best society at Clemson.
The society adjourned with <_ach
member present determined to bring
a new member1 next Friday night
and make the Columbian the greatest society at Clemson.

Miss May Riggs is the guest of
Dr. and Mrs. Riggs.
Mrs. Moor is visiting her daughter Mrs. W. M. Riggs.

f

Mrs. Dean is the guest of Mrs.
D. H. Henry.
Mrs. C. P. Blackwell entertained
for Mrs. H. E. Shiver at a Bridge
Party Monday Morning.
"Queen" Wells and his bride were
on the campus visiting Rev. and
Mrs. J. K. Goode recently.
Messrs. Weston Goode and Allan
Sloan left for W. and L. University
recently where they will attend
school.
Ben Robertson '23 has left the
campus to enter the University of
Missouri, where he holds a scholarship.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Shiver left a
week ago for Charlottesville, Va.,
where Mr.* Shiver is instructor in
Chemistry for the coming year.
The corps of cadets have learned
with regret that Rev. and Mrs. J.
K. Goode will not be here for the
coming year, having accepted a call
at the Baptist church at Salem, Va.
Miss Elizabeth McFall and Lucia
Norris are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Clinkscales.
The Presbyterians entertained at
a reception for Rev. and Mrs. J. ,T.
McSween Tuesday evening at the
residence of Dr. and Mrs. W. M.
Riggs.
Maner Martin left Wednesday to
attend school at Akron University.
—J. C. S.

TATS'24 TO BE
BEST ANNUAL YET
Taps, the Clemson College annual
is edited and published by each
years Senior class, with the help
and co-operation of the under class
men. This book may be likened unto a memory book of the college
year in that it contains the pictures
and history of all four classes,
views of the Campus, the Athletic
teams, military, college activities,
and satire of the year. The money
with, which the annual is published,
is not included in the blanket fee,
as it is at some Colleges, and must
be gotten by subscribtion and the
staff wishes to take this opportunity
to thank those who have already
signed up for a volume. There is
one fee, a fee to help pay for the
space taken up by the athletic and
military books. This year the fee
is being cut one third and will be
one dollar per man.

Engineering Levels Mountains
The Pack Train has become a relic of the
past, along with the Prairie Schooner.
Modern methods of transportation have
leveled mountains, brought San Francisco
nearer to New York, and widened the markets of all our great industries.
And the engineering brains and energy,
that have developed transportation to the
prominence it holds in the business of the
world today, are no longer employed in
improving means of overland travel alone.
Street Railways, Elevator Systems, Interurban Lines and Improved Shipping Lines—
these are some of the accomplishments of
engineering in the development of better
transportation.
Neither have the builders of such systems
been concerned only in the actual hauling of
people and materials. A study of the methods
of handling passengers and freight at the
large terminals has developed the Terminal
Engineer, who has greatly improved existing

methods, and has developed entirely new
ones, as well.
Engineering, as it is applied to transportation, has had to concern itself with many
kinds of materials and many ways of handling
them under all manner of circumstances.
For instance the problems surrounding the
handling of iron ore, in bulk, are vastly
different from those encountered in moving
any one of the finished products manufactured from iron ore, that must also be
transported in large quantities. But Engineering constantly meets each situation with
improved transportation facilities.
Industry, as a whole, and the nations and
the people of the world owe much to the
engineers, associated with such large manufacturing industries as Westinghouse. They
have not only brought about vast improvements, but they have done so at a constantly
decreasing cost to those who derive the
greatest benefit from them.

Westinghouse
ACHIEVEMENT 8 OPPORTUNITY
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NEW MANAGEMENT FOR
ALUMNI NOTES iGREENVILLE NEWS
TO BACK CLEMSON TIGER PRESSING CLUB

The following announcement apIncreasing recognition is coming
The Tiger Pressing Club, which
peared in the Sunday issue of the
to the Clemson Tigers from the has always been run by a "Block
Atlanta Journal.
daily press of South Carolina, and C" man, is in the hands of "Jack"
Mr. and Mrs.
James
Dawson
the various papers are beginning to Chandler this year. "Jack" is one
Smith, of Pendleton, S. C, announwake up to the fact that Clemson is of the best athletes we have, havces the engagement of their daugha live source of news for them. The ing made his letter in both bashetter, Alice Dendy, to Mr. William Lee
Some may come and some may She gave up mutton, pork and beef, McHugh, of Clemson College, the following quotations from a letter ball and track. This lad as a good
man
and is depending
to the local correspondent of the business
go but Captain O'berg stays on for- She gave up ades and teas;
marriage to be solemnized in Oclargely
on
his
own
efforts to send
"Greenville
News"
show
that
this
She
gave
up
milk
without
relief,
ever.
tober.
paper is ready to add itself to the himself to Clemson. We need him
She gave up beans and peas.
Mr. McHugh graduated in '19 and
badly on the basketball and track
"What is the baby crying for?" She gave up pints and spuds and is now in charge of the U. S. Veter- list of those who back the Tigers:
"Last season,
we
understand, teams this year and we don't want
Small boy:—"How do I know?
jams/
ans Bureau work at Clemson.
there was some misgiving on the a good athlete to leave Clemson, so
He can't talk."—Life.
She gave up bread an toast;
part of Clemson men over the state let's all give the "Tiger" pressing
She gave up herring, shrimp and
W. D. Moore '20 is State Plant
Smile and the world smiles with
and especially right at the college, club our work. Jack has an expert
clams,
Pathologist at Clemson having rewho thought the NEWS did not give presser and cleaner in charge and
you.
She 'most gave up the ghost.
ceived his Ph. D. degree at Rutledge
Don't and your teeth ar false. She gave up powder, rouge and men.
Clemson the space that she deserves guarantees to give the best service.
University
I am unqualified to say, but I do
H.
She gave up baths and soap;
C.A.C.
There was a fellow
And when she weighed herself again
R. G. Allan '20 is Assistant pro- wish to say now that we consider
Bill Cannon '19 is teaching School
of our
immediate
Who saw a keen girl
She wept and gave up hope—Siren. fessor of Architectural design in the Clemson one
in
Spartanburg County.
With a form like Venus D, etc.
sources
of
good
live
news.
This
is
Engineering Dept. here.
Any Alumni having any
news
greatly magnified in football seaAnd stockings like
"Take it from me," said the
Coles Philips paints.
"Stumpy" Banks '19, "Cat" Ran- son. If the NEWS has erred in not items that they wish to have printed
Senior, "there are two kinds of
He followed her
women you can't trust: those with dle '21, "Chink" Ricker '23, "Slick" giving Clemson what she deserves, in the "Tiger", will please mail
For a couples of blocks
Ellison '23, P. G. Plexico '23, and heretofore, then let's see that she them to the Alumni Editor, C. C.
bobbed hair and those without it."
Garrison, P. O. Box 80.
Then she turned around
—Drexerd "Bill" Cunningham '23 were recent goes ahead in this respect.
C.A.C.
"Let roe say that I am pulling
And he saw that
visitors to the campus.
for Clemson and that I want the
Fresh: "Where's the funny paHer face was
B. F. Robertson, Jr. '23 is taking fellows to know that the Greenville
per?"
Black as coal
Soph: "Funny paper! Today ain't graduate work in Horticulture at NEWS is their paper.
But he didn't care
Yours for a great season,
Sunday. I told you not to take that the University of Missouri.
Because his was
(Signed)
Pete Dunford.
Black too.—The Green Garden
bath last night—Burr.
E. B. Savage '23 is with the WestC.A.C.
Mrs. Murphy died and left 12000 inghouse Elec. Co., Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Here lies the body of Annie Drake
THE CHRONICLE
J. D. Mahan Jr. and W. H. Mills,
sewed
up in her bustle.
Who stepped on the gas instead
My, what a lot of money to leave Jr. both of class '23 are with the
"The Chronicle" for the past few
of the Brake.
Visit
State Highway Dept. in Columbia, years has not been the magazine
behind—Puppet.
Here lies the body of Lizzie J.
S.
C.
that a student body the size of
She died disputing the right of
CLINT TAYLOR'S
z
Clemson should publish as a creditJudge—"Do you believe in diway.
S. A. Harvey '23 is with the A- able magazine. To make a "betShe was right all right,
LUNCH STAND
vorce?"
merican Agricultural Chemical Co. ter Chronicle", the staff must have
But now she's as dead as if she'd
Liza—"Yas, suh, I does."
at Cartaret, N. J.
the support of the entire student
been wrong— The Open Road
Rastus—"How come you believe
Hot Dogs — Dogs Hot
body. The Chronicle is the monthin divorce, woman?"
Allan
A.
N.
Allan
'23
is
with
The Chester Herald Tribune crely magazine composed of short
Liza—"Well, its this way, Judge, Jewelry Co, of Charleston, S. C.
Cigars,
dits the following to the Steeleville I sorta feels we need somethin' to
stories, essays and poems written by
Cigarettes,
the students. But the students are
Ledger:
keep women in circulation!"—Froth
H. A. Woodle '23, ex-editor of
inclined to let the burden rest en"Owing to a big rush of job
Soft
Drinks,
the Tiger and winner of the Norris
tirely upon the staff and this can
printing and for lack of space a
An Old Maids Prayer
Milks,
medal, is teaching Agriculture and
only result in a magazine that is
number of births and deaths will
coaching football in the Woodruff
Sandwiches,
poni
until next week—The Now I lay me on the springs,
not a credit to the student body.
It is the policy of the Chronicle
I pray the Lord for wedding rings, High School.
Candy,
staff this year to edit a "better
And all a mighty he-male brings
""Flo—Joe, what is a caterpillar? Oh give me many "men-y "things"
B. R. Turnipseed '9 6 is President Chronicle," but this policy will fall
—Most Anything You Want.
— It is an upholstered worm.
of Lander College, Greenwood, S. C. flat unless each student takes it
A-men
upon himself to support the magaC.A.C.
Tommy Blount had just eaten a
J. R. Rearden '22 is with the zine by literary contributions. So
hot dog before going to
Sunday
1923-1924
Southern Bell Telephone Co., Jack- let every student that has the least
night supper. When he had finishidea that he can write something,
sonville,
Fla.
ed the usual Sunday night supper,
get busy and turn in a short story,
Alexander said, "If that dog is gun
When the race is over, and the
essay or poem to any member of
G. L. Wade, '23
is teaching
shy, he won't be able to stay down judges are gone, what will your
the staff by the first of October.
thoughts be? Will you be one of science and coaching football at the
there."
M. C. E.
the many to say, "I would give all Fulton High School, Fulton, KenEditor in Chief.
Jealous Wife—Norah do you for a chance to run again."
Bring Your Work to The
tucky.
C.A.C.
know anything of my
husband's
Fellows, we are on the threshold
Under the headlines: "Gas overOld Reliable
whereabouts?
F. O. Myers '16 is professor of
of a new year. New opportunities
comes Girl While Taking Bath," the
Maid—Couldn't say for
sure, are before us. New fields of con- science at Piedmont College.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
following appears in a local paper.
mum, but maybe they're in the wash quest are ours to conquer or to
Miss Cecelia M. Jones owes her
—Juggler
lose. Are we going to meet the
P. B. Waters '22 is in dairy busi- life to the watchfulness
CLIFT CRAWFORD'S
of Joel
Colley, elevator boy and
Rufus
Voice in the dark—Oh, Harold, tests and hardships that rise up be- ness in Leesburg, Fla.
PRESSING CLUB
Bowen, Janitor."—Fun.
dear, why did you turn out the fore us with a determination to overcome them at any cost, or are we
A. F. Wray, J. H. Webb, E. A.
light?
Another—I wanted to see if my going to be content to sit idly by, Smythe, and John Klenke all of the
and watch the other fellow scale
pipe was still lit—Lester.
class of '23 are with the Gen. Elec.
the heights of victory.
Co. at Schenectady, N . Y.
The greatest crime- in a college
Pat Murphy is wondering if he
can use a jackass in his dairy busi- man's life is the tendency to "put
J. C. Schilletter '22 is instructor
ness to produce a calf that will give off" until another day. Many of the in Horticulture at Iowa State ColWe do not Bell all the good
finest achievements a college man
Special Attention Given
milk with a kick in it.
Goods In town, BUT what
lege,
Ames,
Iowa.
may gain are lost to him because
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD.
to Ordering Athletic
Boy—Oh, Mamma, look at the he says that tomorrow will do, or
o • •
that
tomorrow
I
will
study.
What
R.
M.
Barnett
'20
is
doing
reman with white pants.
Goods—only two days
RobC Burns Oigara,
consequences?
Exams search work in Gruidigen, Holland.
Mother: Those are his flannels, are the
Nunnally'j 0*ady,
come. He is not prepared. He tries
dear.
required.
Wat—IM Fountain Pens,
Boy:
But Mother, father's are to cram, but because of a lack of
M. M. Cromwell '19 is to
be
Arrow Shirt* and Collar*,
knowledge supposed to be gained
red.—Pelican.
married in early October to Miss
Knitted nmd Military Tie*,
through out the term, he fails. The
RACKETS RESTRUNG
Oppie Lolene Spoon of Burlington,
Khaki Regulation Shirts
next
session,
the
same
story
is
reShe: By the way are you an Elk?
N. C.
SWEATERS
•ad Tronosr*.
He: No dear; I'm a stag tonight. peated.
Armf
Shoe*,
fl|H«l*l
Made.
WHITE DUCKS
—Yale Record.
Is this year going to be that kind
E. H. Rawl '21 has received his
Bath RafcM and Slipper*.
of year for you? Are the judges
BASKETBALL SHOES
M. S. degree from the Uni. of
Minima* Silk and Wool
Here's something queer," said the going to say. that you did not quali California and is now connected
TENNIS RACKETS
Bon.
dentist. "You say this tooth has fy? Start at the beginning, keep with the Horticultural Div. at Clemnever been worked on before, but I up with each day's work, and at the son.
find small flakes of gold on my end of the year, you may rest from
your labors with the happy thought
instrument."
H. C. Walker '20 is connected
"I think you have struck my that you have done your best, and
with
the firm of Walker & Willis
back collar button," moaned the have won the race.
Civil
Engineers, Spartanburg, S. C.
—E.
L.
S.
victim.
Bison.

WISE
AND
OTHERWISE

K

MOTHER'S
COOKING

,

COME ONCE, AND
YOU'LL COME AGAIN

Cleaning and Pressing

SLOAN BROS.

SLOAN BROS

'.

EIGHT

THE PAINTERS
of
beautiful
landscapes and gorgeous scenes still
attract the attention of multitudes
with their art, and the musicians
who coax sweet
harmonies from
various instruments still hold great
audiences spellbound with their melodies, but as for us—no more welcome scene could be painted than
the vision of seventy of eighty purple clad warriors as they trot about
on the green carpet of Riggs field:
and no music that we have yet
heard can quite compare with thai
dull thud which is heard when the
toe is driven into the tightly-pumped pigskin.

FOR NINE MONTHS we have patiently waited to see just such a
sight, and it was with more joy than
we know how to express that we
saw the first workout some days ago
Less than two weeks remain before
the shrill blast of the referee's
whistle will summon that purple
clad group of heroes to battle with
a worthy foe. Only eight more days
of concentrated determined effort to
give the best that they have. Barely more than a full week of smoothing off the rough edges; and the
first battle of the season will be on.

THE CROWD will be hare with
all the glamor and color which
mark an important contest.
The
small pasteboard which admit one
to the game are rapidly going out
of Prof. Henry's ofLce.
An estimate of five thousand attendance
would not be too optimistic. In fact
it is our personal opinion that the
crowd will pass that figure.

THE SQUAD is working hard.
Every man is striving to give his
very best. They must be in shape
for sixty minutes of real football
on the 2 9th. Scrimmage has been
in order during last week and will
continue through this week. Saturday for the first time, the varsity
teams lined up against the freshmen. This kind of scrimmage shows
the coaches the rough edges that
must be taken off before the first
game.
SEVERAL STARS have been unearthed already in these scrimmages.
For instance, the daily fracases have definitely proven that
Pat Harmon is going to be about
the best halfback in this neck of
the woods. Pat has truly been sidestepping and
shifting
his
way
through the opposition. If he fails
to make the All-State eleven this
year, he will have to break a leg or
something.

CAPTAIN HOLOHAN is playing
a tackle now, and he is looking good
at that post. In Saturday's scrimmage he dived under the line and
over it to make some outstanding
tackles.
Bratton Williams
drew
some complimentary
exclamations
from the galleries which followed
the practice by his plledriving tactics. This young Greenville lad is a
perfect combination of arsenic and
T. N. T. right out of a sixteen-inch
gun. The way he drove those lines
in scrimmage looks like he has already cinched the fullback berth on
the varsity.
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Clemson College, S. C,
R. Brice Harris is the new inSept. 19th 1923
structor in English and Mathematics
Prof. Truman Johnson Reames,
Mr. Harris has had experience in
School of Chemistry,
banking and has taught in the city
York High Schools,
schools in Charleston.
York, S. C.
Dr. A. G. Ferguson is in charge of
Dear Jack,
the English work with the Federal
Well, Jack, it looks like you have Board students. He has had more
gone and done it. After all the ex- than twenty years of experience in
perience you have had with various teaching.
and sundry profs, you have to go
J. A. Benden, is the assistant
CHARLIE ROBINSON, of drop- and have yourself labeled one. Well, professor of chemistry, and is a
kick fame, is booting the pigskin I suppose it is fortunate that you graduate of the University of North
all over the lot out there. Charlie's got into the Chemistry Dept. as Dr. Carolina.
trusty toe is destined to figure pro- Pollard tells me that you was one
B. D. Roderick, assistant chemist,
minently in more than one Clem- of his most stellar pupils.
is a native of Wales, educated at
son game this year. Gilly Dotterer
had experWell, Truman, I hope that you Cambridge, and has
and Bob Griffin are having a nice will have a great football team. If ience in commercial chemistry and
little contest of then- own at the my memory serves me right, York in instruction work in the gas serquarterback
position.
There are was a rather strong factor last-year vice during the World War.
those who believe that Bob will di- and you ought to get away pretty
Mr. Dewey French, a native of
vide the honors with Gilly, some- well. You and Grady Wade, and South Dakota, and a graduate of
what after the fashion of the T'.ir- Rhett Turnipseed, and Woodle ought the Agricultural college of that
nipseed-Dotterer combination last to get together and arrange a series state, holds a newly created posiseason.
of games between your respective tion as a teaching fellow.
Mr. Lewis H. Doane is in charge
teams to see which is the best coach
of the road construction department
Woodle
has
written
me
for
advice
as
STONEWALL JACKSON, old deto what to do about his team, know- and will also do some teaching in
pendable, sturdy Stonewall, is playing that I am next to the most ig- civil engineering.
ing around that guard position like
Mr. R. G. Allen, a graduate of
norant person on football in the
an All American. If ever a man
world, the first being O. B. Keeler. Clemson in the class of 1920, who
was fitted for a football player by
Well, Jack, I told him to get up and has had further training at Cornell
nature and instinct, Jackson is that
recite them his little story about her and in the government architectural
man. Stalwart and reliable, Stonesoft, white hands, just before every service, takes the place of D. C.
wall will be a tower of strength in
game and I knew they would make Lange, resigned. —D. C. A.
the Tiger line.
a cleanup.
C.A.C.
* * *
Well, Jack, we are reapidly getSTROTHER AND TENNANT at
ting our local boys in shape to play
tackle and guard respectively, are vs the football from Alabama Polyshowing worlds of stuff. Like every technic Institute, commonly known
other man on the squad ,they to the laity as Auburn. I underhaven't cinched any place yet. All stand that the team from Alabama
of them are getting plenty of op- is going to be a tough one, but I
position, which is a very valuable think our boys are going to be able
asset to a football squad. Wertz, to show them a thing or two. They
True Spirit Of Clemson Again Ripe
at center, has improved over last have been- getting real Tough in
The writer has often sung with
year so that there is hardly a com- practice, Dutch Tennant have for
great pleasure, that old song entitlparison in his work then and now. ever ruined his schoolgirl complexed, "I Have Got The World in a
He, too, is getting some stiff oppo- ion by too much exposure to the
Jug—The Stopper is in My Hand."
sition.
sun. Butch Holohan was the first On the night of September tenth,
* * *
causalty to report. Butch breezed in the said writer had the pleasure
FINKLEA AND GARRISON at with a broken finger the first thing of seeing the old Clemson jug of
ends on the first strong team, look He says that it happened while he spirits thoroughly opened and the
good from here. Finklea shows un was trying to crank a Oakland stopper was properly discarded. The
canny ability at grabbing forward You can judge for yourself, but I forthcoming section of spirits was
passes besides being a highly desir- doubt it and any man that would enough to make the heart of every
able man on defense. He and Gar crank a Oakland has already got a son of Clemson swell with pride.
rison both are built for ends, being cog loose somewhere.
The jug to which I refer was the
long, and rangy. In addition, they
Well, Jack, the Board of strategy corps of cadets assembled in chapel
have the next best quality, that of is holding its regular meetings in for the purpose of loosening up its
speed.
Sloan's and we miss your smiling respective lungs as • a preliminary
* * *
face at these gatherings.
One of to our first gridiron encounter. The
MANY OTHERS have shown good the members backed me down the aforesaid organs of respiration were
stuff, and the above summary is by other day and made me win two bits thoroughly loosened up, and the deno means guaranteed to hold good on the Dempsey-Firpo fight. I hat- monstration of voiceforous capacity
as the varsity team for the Auburn ed like the dickens to bet my whole was a howling success for tigerism.
In addition to the wind jamming
game. In the line, there are Red bank account but they drove me to
it.
program,
elections were held for the
Wilson, Pinky Colbert, Horse Mul
purpose
of
filling certain athletic ofWell,
Jack,
I
hope
you
will
have
lins, Bob Fortenbery, Bowles, Leit
zey, Palmer, and many others who all sorts of good luck with your fices which had been vacated, due
might step into a varsity berth <^ football team and give my sympathy to various reasons.
The results of the eletcions stand
a moments' notice. Other backfieit to your chem class as I know you
as follows: Baseball manager,' W.
men who are looking good
are will be a cleanup of a prof.
Yours without a struggle, E. G. P W. (Buck) Spearman; Senior Cheer
Charlie Burton, Doc Melton, WalLeader, C. C. (Cap) Garrett; Junior
C.A.C.
ker, Pope, and numerous others.
Cheer Leaders, F. A. Evans and T.
* * *
H. Clark; Athletic historian, M. B.
RHETT TURNIPSEED, All-State
Oliver; Assistant football manager,
quarterback of last year's team, has
J. M. Longley; Sub-assistant footleft the Spartanburg Herald, of
ball managers Farmer and De Loach
which he was Sporting Editor, to acAfter the transaction of the above
cept a position as Director of Athbusiness, coach "Bud"
Saunders
letics and football coach at New
made a short, but inspiring and
Holland, Ga. We look for Turnip to
L. C. Packenham, Ph. D., of Lon- snappy talk to the assembly. The
make a great success in the coachdon University, the head of the di- chief substance of coach Saunders'
ing world.
vision of economics and sociology talks was clean sportsmanship.
* * *
comes to Clemson from Penn State
Listen fellows.
On September
JACK REAMES is another Clem- College where he taught for two twenty-ninth two tiger teams will
son man of last year's team who is years. He was trained in Harrow clash on Riggs field. Auburn has
stepping into the ranks of coaches. school, Royal Military
College, the reputation of having the most
Jack is to teach Chemistry and Sannhurst, Magdalen College, Ox- loyal student body in the South.
coach in the York High School. His ford, and took his Ph. D. at the For several years Auburn has been
former Chemistry prof, assures us University of oLndon. He was a beaten by Georgia Tech.
that he will make an excellent pro- lieutenant in Coldstream Guards, go- For just as many years that Auburn
fessor, while we know ourself that ing through four years in the World team has been carried on the shoulhe cannot but succeed as a coach.
War—being wounded four times ders of the Auburn student body
* * *
and receiving many medals for brav from the station to the school.
GRADY WADE, another famous ery.
It is an awe-inspiring sight to
ex-CIemson star, is coaching and
L. G. Moffatt is instructor in Eng- see that bunch of huskies crying
teaching Science in the school of lish in place of M. E. Oakes. Mr. like babies over a recent game while
Fulton, Kentucky. Grady was a Moffatt is a graduate of Erskine the student body swarms around
visitor on the campus a few days College, he taught for a year in Mc- them yelling as if their team had
before school opened, being then on kenzie College, Brazil, and at the beat Tech by a thousand points.
his way to his new position.
University of South aCrolina.
Not only is this true after the Tech-

CLEMSON SPIRIT IS

n

FOOTBALL SEASON

SEVERAL CHANGE
MADE IN FACULTY
JHIS SESSION

Auburn game each year, but after
every game that the huskie Auburnites engage in.
Men of Clemson, a spirit like
that would follow a team to Zu Zu
and back. That same spirit will be
present but unheard, here on the
twenty-ninth.
Clemson has got to back her
team with a similar spirit.
What say you gang?
Are the
Plainsmen to be backed by a better
spirit than we Mountain Tigers can
put behind our gang?
Think it over
and start that
spirit to boiling.
J. M. L.
C.A.C.

SENIOR CLASS HAS
FIRST MEETING
The senior class held its first
meeting of the year on September
8, in the college chapel. The class
now numbers about 130 men and
practically every man was present.
A number of business mattters were
under discussion and the "august
body" took care of most of these.
The meeting was opened by the
class president, Mr. Hall. ,The election of men
for
vice-president,
secretary-treasurer, and
historian
was first disposed of, and the following men were chosen for the
respective positions.
Vic. Pres
C. C. Garrison
Sec. Treas
J. H. Alexander
Historian
'. G. C. Wofford
These men are all prominent
members of the class and are all
very popular with thir fellows. They
know the responsibility that rests
upon them and are fully competent
to be the leaders of the class of '24.
The ancient rivalry between the
"Ags" and "Engineers" was not
so pronounced as it has been in
times gone by but when all the
smoke has cleared away we see that
the president, the vice-pres. and the
historian are "Ags." While the sec.
treas. is a loyal disciple of "Will
Rogers" and a follower of the trs
sit. It was decided noc to elect a
chaplain this year as the class is
already a consecrated bunch.
All the members of the senior
class are officers this year and the
question was raised as to whether
the class as a whole should wear
"Sam Browne" belts. It was put to
a vote and carried to an affirmative
victory by the princely second lieutenants.
The class has not yet been granted officers privileges, pending the
time when the seniors shall accept
their responsibilities as the keepers
of law and order in the barracks
and in the mess hall. A motion was
made and seconded that every
senior do everything in his power
to earn senior privileges for himself and for his class. This motion
was put to a vote and carried unanimously. The present senior class
has, the authorities say, been a good
class from almost every point of
view, and it has stated its willingness to co-operate with the college
authorities for a better and bigger
Clemson.
■

CAC

Jug Head Griffin went to the cave
To see sights unknown,
But when he went to leave the
place,
He pulled an awful bone.
He "My, but that is a beautiful
arm you have."
She "Yes, I got that playing basket ball."
He "Do you ever play football."
She: Lets' go to some place where
winter, summer and the entire year
is nice and warm. Then we'll never
come back.
He: Aw, go to hell.—Banter.
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